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Technical Note

Inter-hospital comparison of Ganzfeld ERG photostimulators.
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Summary The periodic calibration and control of electroretinographic (ERG)
stimulators is often neglected due to the difficulties in accurate measurements of the stimuli.
Comparison of measurements carried out in different laboratories has been very difficult, as

the accurate parameters of the stimuli used usually are not known. In some cases it is
assumed that if the stimulator type is known, comparisons can be carried out.

We have tested the Ganzfeld flash-stimulators used in the departments of clinical
neurophysiology of three major hospitals in Finland, namely Kuopio University Hospital,
Turku Central University Hospital, and Tampere University Hospital. Measurements,
performed with a new type of photometer show that the intensities varied by 42 Vo

between the highest and lowest intensity stimulators at nominally identical settings. The
measurements underline the findings, that identical stimulators will not necessarily produce
identical stimuli. These observations also indicate that the stability of the stimuli can be
improved by the proper choice of stimulator output settings.
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One prerequisite for controlled electroretinographic (ERG) studies is a well calibrated and
stable photic stimulus. Intemational and national standards for ERG testing define the type
of stimulus to be used ( intensity 2 cd, colour tempereture 700 kelvin), and call for
Ganzfeld type stimuli (Marmor et al. 1989; Hiikkinen et al. 19921' Celesia et aI. 1993). The
practical problems involved in the standardisation of stimuli has often been seen to be
overcome if identical protocols are followed, and if the type and setting of the stimulator are
known. Thus even if the stimulus used did not fully comply with international standards,
then at least hospitals using the same stimulator and stimulator settings could use the same
reference material.

We wanted to see whether this assumption was justified, and for this purpose we
undertook to test three identical Nicolet Ganzfeld ERG stimulators in use in three major
University hospitals in Finland, namely Tampere University Hospital, Turku University
Hospital, and Kopio University Hospital. The type of stimulator tested is the only
commercially available Ganzfeld+ype (full-view) stimulator in Finland. None of the
stimulators had been calibrated after leaving the manufacturer. We tested how closely the
output of the stimultors matched the standard stimulus as defined by the intemational and
national recommendations for ERG testing.

Method of testing

A photometer specifically designed for testing ERG stimulators was used for the
measurements. The photometer, constructed at the Ragnar Granit Institutel, Tampere
University of Technology, can perform peak intensity measurements of single and
sequential light flashes, as well as integrated intensity measurements of both single and
multiple light flashes. The spectral sensitivity of the instrument covers the visible light
spectrum with a spectral sensitivity matching the C.I.E photopic spectral sensitivity curve.
The measurement-to-measurement variability of the instrument as determined from
comparisons with several light sources was determinedtobe2Vo.

The testing protocol was designed to follow the standard ERG procedures as closely as
possible. The photometer was placed on the chin rest of the stimulator unit, and the
stimulators were run through a "standard" ERG test sequence. The main parameters of
interest were the stimulus intensities (per stimulus) at the nominal standard setting, and
variation in output at nominal standard intesity. The linearity of the intensity control
settings was also tested.

Results

The results indicate a wide divergence in stimulus intensitites at the "standard" setting
(Table 1). The intensity of the stimulus at this setting should have been 2 cd for all three
stimulators according to the manufacturer's specifications.

TABLE 1



The variance in peak intensity from flash to flash (i.e. stability of the stimulus) also varied
between stimulaiors (Table 2), and furthermore, the variance increased markedly at smaller
intensities. The variance was calculated from 10 consequtive flashes according to the
formula: (max-min) x 100.

1/2 (max+min)

TABLE2

The intensity settings were also found to be innaccurate in that the controls modified the
stumulus iniensities in a non-linear manner. Thus in addition to the basic differences in
output intensity, the modulation of the intensities by use of output control resulted in an

additional average variance of35 Vo for all three stimulators.

Conclusions and discussion

These results clearly show that the use of identical stimulators is no guarantee that the-

stimuli will be ideritical. This result was not a great surprise, however the degree of
divergence between the stimulator ouquts was. One factor influencing stimulus intensity is
the age of the stimulator: the output-will diminish with use. This was clear from these
results in that the output of the tested units showed a correlation with the age- of the
stimulators: the oldesf unit was that of Kuopio at 5 years , the unit in Turku was 2 years
and the unit in Tampere was the newest at 18 months old at the time of testing. Overall, the
oldest stimulator stiowed the greatest variance in output. The actual usage was difficult to
compare, but was thought to be roughly similar (i.e. approximately 50 ERG tests per year
were performed in each laboratory annually).

Variances in stimulus intensity can be minimised by two methods. Firstly, stimulus
intensity ( i.e. change from photopic to scotopic intensity) should be varied by thg use-of
netral filters only, due to innaccurate intesity settings control. Secondly, the use of smaller
intensity stimuliresults in a greater spread in flash output, therefore orlly hig!- to m-edium-
high iniesity settings shouldbe used, and appropriate neutral density filters should be used
to adjust the intensity to match the required standards.

These results show the perils involved in comparing results obtained according to
seemingly identical protocols: clear differences have been observed in the normative data
between tampere and Turku (Table 3), normative values for Kuopio are not available yet.
This data was obtained by strict adherence to the national recommendations, great care was
taken to assure that the methods were as identical as possible. Differences in stimulator
output could account for the differences in the normative values as a decrease in stimulus
intensity will result in increased response latencies and diminished response amplitudes
(Galloway 1981.)

TABLE 3

The photometer used in these measurements proved to be simple to use in ggmpqls_ont_o
previous testing methods ( Brunette and Molotchnikoff 1970; Norden atdLeach 1976;
Mtit<eta et al. 1q85; Eskola et al. 1988). Thus this type of meter could be usefrrl in lowering
the barrier involved in testing protocols. It must be remembered, however, that simply



testing stimulators is of limited use if there is no practical method of also adjusting the
stimulators. We have thus far not received any firm replies from the manufacturer of the
stimulators tested in this study regarding the adjustment of output intensity. Gross changes
in output can be somewhat alleviated by the combined use of optical filters and output
intensity adjusment setting.

It should be possible to truly standardise the stimuli with adequate care, the recognition of
the extent of the problem might serve to increase the motivation for adequate calibration of
a1l parameters during ERG testing, and encourage manufacturers to provide detailed
technical intructions for the adjustment of their stimulators.
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TABLES

Table 1.

Tampere (t t s.o.) Turku (t t s.o.) Kuopio (t t s.o.)

2.73 cd (10.13) 2.45 cd (10.21) 1.63 cd (10.30)

Table 2.

Tampere Turku Kuqpto

lSVo 26Vo 43Vo

Table 3.

a-latency, ms b-latency, ms a-amplitude, mV b-amplitude, mV

Tampere 17.5 + i.5 39.2+ 4.3 296.2+59 595+ 90
Turku 22.5 !. 1.0 50.1 + 4.1 300.1 ! 47 564+ 117



TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1. STIMULAToR oUTPUT oF TI{E THREE TESTED T]NITS AT ,'STANDARD" INTENSITY SETTING,

SINGI.E FLASH (STANDARD FLASH, NOMINAL VALI]E 2 CD, )

Table 2. VARIANCEIN FLASH oUTPI]TFoRTI{ETHREETESTED STIMT]LATORS ( 10 CONSECUTNE

"STANDARD" FLASHES, AT INTERSTIMIJLUS INTERVAL OF 1.5 SECONDS).

Table 3. NoRMATIVE ERG RESpoNSES, LATENCIES AND AMPLITUDES ro A- AND B-PEAKS.

RESPONSE TO STANDARD FLASH, DARK ADAPIED E\C (tl S.D.) n=30 FOR BOTH GROL'PS, TESTING

PROTOCOLS AND AGE DISTREUTIONS WERE IDENTICAL FOR BOTH GROI,PS.



FOOTNOTES

1 Formely the Institute of Biomedical Engineering.


